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ABSTRACT
Commercial information access providers increasingly incor-
porate content from a large number of specialized services
created for particular information-seeking tasks. For exam-
ple, an aggregated web search page may include results from
image databases and news collections in addition to the tra-
ditional web search results; a news provider may dynami-
cally arrange related articles, photos, comments, or videos
on a given article page. These auxiliary services, known as
verticals, include search engines that focus on a particular
domain (e.g., news, travel, or sports), search engines that fo-
cus on a particular type of media (e.g., images, video, or au-
dio), and APIs to highly-targeted information (e.g., weather
forecasts, map directions, or stock prices). The goal of con-
tent aggregation is to provide integrated access to all verti-
cals within a single information context. Although content
aggregation is related to classic work in distributed informa-
tion retrieval, it has unique signals, techniques, and evalua-
tion methods in the context of the web and other production
information access systems.

In this tutorial, we present the core problems associated
with content aggregation, which include: sources of predic-
tive evidence, sources of training data, relevance modeling,
and evaluation. While much of the aggregation literature is
in the context of web search, we also present material related
to aggregation more generally. Furthermore, we present ma-
terial from both academic and commercial perspectives and
review solutions developed in both environments, which pro-
vides a holistic view for researchers and a set of tools for
different types of practitioners.

1. RELATED TUTORIALS
Previous workshops and tutorials have covered somewhat

similar material. The SIGIR 2008 Workshop on Aggregated
Search was the the first forum to discuss matters related to
aggregation [14]. However, at the time, the field was rel-
atively new and preliminary experiments had not yet been
conducted. The ECIR 2010 tutorial on distributed informa-
tion retrieval covered federation in general. However, most
of these techniques assumed homogeneous distributed search
engines. The shift towards integrating search engines that
focus on different types of media and serve different infor-
mation seeking tasks require new techniques, new sources of
predictive evidence, and new evaluation methods.
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Two of the authors, Fernando Diaz and Milad Shokouhi,
together with Mounia Lalmas, presented a related tutorial at
SIGIR 2010. The proposed tutorial builds on this by incor-
porating significant new research published since this initial
tutorial. This new research includes evaluation methodolo-
gies for experiments in academic [3] and production settings
[11]. In addition, whereas the previous tutorial presented
methods for federation in general, we focus specifically on
the web setting, allowing a deeper discussion of nuances in
this scenario, and also cover related areas such as whole-page
composition that share similar challenges.

2. OVERVIEW
Broadly speaking, the goal of content aggregation is to

combine information from different sources (i.e., different
search engines, databases, or applications) into a single pre-
sentation. This tutorial takes a general approach to content
aggregation, bringing together applications such as person-
alized news content aggregation [9, 8, 11, 10], context-aware
business recommendation on mobile devices [21], and aggre-
gated web search [4, 15, 6]. Within the context of person-
alized news content aggregation, given a particular user or
user population, the system must predict which auxiliary
content to present and where to present it relative to the
core news story. Similarly, within the context of aggregated
web search, given an information request, an aggregated web
search system must predict which verticals to present and
where to present them relative to the core web results.

Current methods for content aggregation build upon tech-
niques developed to solve other types of problems. This
tutorial provides a high-level overview of these related ar-
eas: information filtering [9, 8], distributed information re-
trieval [17], meta-search, peer-to-peer search [13], data-fusion,
and topic detection and tracking [1].

A significant portion of the tutorial focuses on aggregated
web search, which is typically decomposed into two subse-
quent tasks: predicting which verticals to present (vertical
selection) and predicting where in the web results to present
them (vertical presentation). State-of-the-art methods for
vertical selection and presentation use machine learning to
combine different types of features [4, 7, 2, 5, 6, 15, 19, 12].
A major goal of the tutorial is to motivate and describe these
different types of features. Query features focus on proper-
ties of the query string itself, independent of any resource
associated with a vertical [4, 15, 12]. Vertical corpus features
focus on the similarity between the query and content from



the vertical [4, 18, 6]. Vertical query-log features focus on
the similarity between the query and queries issued directly
to the vertical by users [4, 6]. Vertical click-through features
focus on clicks and skips on previous presentations of the
vertical for the same query [15, 6, 19] or similar queries [7].

Relevance modeling refers to how a system can make verti-
cal relevance predictions as a function of a set of features. In
this tutorial, we review two different ways of modeling rele-
vance. Off-line models are trained once using either vertical-
relevance judgements [4, 12] or user-generated clicks and
skips [15]. On-line methods can dynamically adjust their
parameters in the presence of implicit user feedback. [6, 7].

Aggregated web search evaluation remains an open area
of research. The tutorial provides a description of different
types of evaluation, including batch-level evaluation [3, 4],
user-study evaluation [20], and user-interaction-based eval-
uation [15]. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of each type of approach and describe how each can be used
to answer different questions.

The tutorial concludes with an overview of special topics
in content aggregation such as modeling changes in user in-
terest [16], domain-adaptation for vertical selection [5], and
explore/exploit methods for harnessing user feedback [10].
We also discuss potential areas for new research.

The presentation slides for this tutorial are available at:
http://ils.unc.edu/~jarguell/www12_content_agg/
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